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which opens a unique window into civil-military

Soldiers, Politicians, and Civilians David Pion-Berlin

affairs, and which form a more integrated view of

2017-07-31 Are interactions between soldiers,

the subject. Those dimensions are accompanied by a

politicians, and civilians improving? Every nation

set of benchmarks and metrics that assess progress

has to come to grips with achieving a more

and compare one country against another. The

enduring harmony between government, the

framework is applied to case studies of Argentina,

armed forces, and society if it aspires to strengthen

Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay, with the conviction that

its democracy. While there is an abundance of

insights could be gleaned that may be relevant

studies on civil-military affairs, few examine all

elsewhere. Ultimately, by unpacking the civil-

three of these actors, let alone establish any

military relation into its various dimensions, this

standards with which to assess whether progress is

study has shed light on what it takes to transform

being made. This ambitious book devises a novel

what was once a politically-minded military into an

framework equipped with six dimensions, each of

organization dedicated to serving a democratic state
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and society.

their own partisan ends. The foregoing inadequacies

Who Guards the Guardians? Rahul Sagar 2007

motivate an examination of two alternative modes

Democratic and republican political theory presume

of oversight: the retrospective enforcement of

that the abuse of executive power can be combated

accountability and circumvention (or 'leaks' to the

with the use of oversight. However, they also

news media). While circumvention promotes

accept that the successful exercise of executive

retrospection, its compatibility with democratic and

power can legitimately require state secrecy. So

republican theory depends on the willingness of

how can oversight function in the presence of

circumventors to act publicly, i.e. at significant

secrecy? Democratic theorists respond by promoting

personal risk. Hence, the dissertation concludes, if

the norm of transparency. However, since the

these theories are to resolve the conflict between

calculation of harm likely to be caused by

secrecy and oversight, they need to move beyond

transparency cannot be undertaken in public, only

studying public norms and institutions to account

the executive can decide when transparency is

for the role of private virtue and private institutions

permissible--a regulatory setting that does not

in combating the abuse of discretionary executive

inspire confidence. Republican theorists promote

power in general and state secrecy in particular.

oversight by vesting it in the care of the legislature

Military Control in Pakistan Mazhar Aziz

and judiciary. However, this arrangement arguably

2007-10-24 This volume examines the role of the

renews rather than resolves the fear of abuse as it

military, the most influential actor in Pakistan, and

cannot prevent overseers from abusing secrecy for

challenges conventional wisdom on the causes of
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political instability in this geographically important

relations.

nuclear state. It rejects views that ethnic and

Democracy at Large 2005 IFES published this

religious cleavages and perceived economic or

quarterly magazine from 2004-2006 for scholars and

political mismanagement by civilian governments

practitioners interested in democratic development.

triggers military intervention in Pakistan. The

Each issue addresses current affairs in the field of

study argues instead that the military intervenes to

democracy promotion.

remove civilian governments where the latter are

Is Democracy Exportable? Zoltan Barany 2009-07-06

perceived to be undermining the military’s

Can democratic states transplant the seeds of

institutional interests. Mazhar Aziz shows that the

democracy into developing countries? What have

Pakistani military has become a parallel state, and

political thinkers going back to the Greek city-states

given the extent of its influence, will continue to

thought about their capacity to promote democracy?

define the nature of governance within the polity.

How can democracy be established in divided

Overall, Military Control in Pakistan is a timely

societies? This books answers these and other

reminder and an important resource for both

fundamental questions behind the concept known

scholars and policy makers, clearly demonstrating

as 'democracy promotion.' Following an

the need to refocus attention on the problem of an

illuminating concise discussion of what political

influential military whilst drawing appropriate

philosophers from Plato to Montesquieu thought

conclusions about issues ranging from democratic

about the issue, the authors explore the structural

norms, political representation and civilian-military

preconditions (culture, divided societies, civil
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society) as well as the institutions and processes of

United States, the volume enhances understanding

democracy building (constitutions, elections,

of these key themes, which are central to the

security sector reform, conflict, and trade). Along

future of democracy in Latin America. - ;This

the way they share insights about what policies

volume on democratic accountability addresses one

have worked, which ones need to be improved or

of the burning issues on the agenda of policy

discarded, and, more generally, what advanced

makers and citizens in contemporary Latin

democracies can do to further the cause of

America. In much of Latin America,

democratization in a globalizing world. In other

disenchantment and cynicism have set in regarding

words, they seek answers to the question, Is

the quality of elected governments raising the

democracy exportable?

prospect of a new round of democratic erosion and

Democratic Accountability in Latin America Scott

breakdowns. One of the important emerging

Mainwaring 2003-07-31 This volume on democratic

challenges for improving the quality of democracy

accountability addresses one of the burning issues on

resolves around how to build more effective

the agenda of policy makers and citizens in

mechanisms of accountability. A widespread

contemporary Latin America: how democratic

perception prevails in much of the region that

leaders in Latin America can improve

government officials are not sufficiently subject to

accountability while simultaneously promoting

routinized controls by oversight agencies.

governmental effectiveness. Written by well-

Corruption, lack of oversight, impunity of state

known scholars form both Latin America and the

actors, and improper use of public resources are
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major problems in most countries of the region.

innovations in the efforts to enhance democratic

Dealing with these issues is paramount to restoring

accountability? A second contribution of the volume

and deepening democratic legitimacy. The

is conceptual. Accountability is a key concept in the

fundamental question in this volume is how

social sciences, yt its meaning varies widely form

democratic leaders in Latin America can improve

one author to the next. The authors in this volume,

accountability while simultaneously promoting

especially in the first four chapters, explicitly debate

governmental effectiveness. These issues have

how bet to define and delimit the concept. Finally

acquired urgency in contemporary Latin America

the volume also furthers understanding of the

because of heightened public concern about

interactions between various mechanism and

corruption and improper governmental actions on

institutions of accountability. Many of the authors

the one hand, yet on the other, uncertainty about

address how electoral accountability (the

the potential tradeoff between tightened

accountability of elected officials to the voters)

accountability of officials and effective policy results.

interact with the forms of accountability in which

The volume enhances understanding of three key

state agencies oversee and sanction public officials.

issues. First, it enriches understanding of the state of

The volume provides extensive treatment of this

non-electoral forms of democratic accountability in

important but hitherto under-explored interaction. -

contemporary Latin America. What are some of the

Human Rights Policing Peter Marina 2022-10-07

major shortcoming in democratic accountability?

Relying on intense ethnographic research and

How can they be addressed? What are some major

extensive experiences teaching human rights
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policing to police officers, this book teaches law

the institution of law enforcement as we push

enforcement professionals how to apply human

toward the later stages of modernity. Refusing to

rights to their everyday interactions with

tell readers what to think, this book provides the

community members. The data collected

intellectual tools on how to think about policing in

throughout this research process offers the reader

new and creative ways. It seeks to bring out the

first-hand accounts of police officers addressing the

readers’ full creative potential as law enforcement

most important human rights as they relate to

agents, police officers, and criminal justice

policing, telling stories of using their human agency

professionals and activists. This book advances new

while on the job, and providing insights into their

ideas throughout each chapter on how to make

discussions with community members on human

human rights policing a reality. The ideas in each

rights, among other important topics. Human rights

chapter build on each other, offering a small piece of

remain a relatively new concept in human

the puzzle and all the steps necessary to advance the

civilization, but one largely unrealized at this point

goals of human rights policing. The book (1)

in history. Can police officers serve as the

analyzes the United Nations Declaration of Human

harbingers of human rights in a world that

Rights and how it applies to policing, (2) develops a

desperately needs it? We say yes. It starts with

three-fold typology called “Human Rights Policing

applying human rights to police work. But this

Social Interactions,” (3) discusses the relationship

book does more than teach police officers how to

between the use of power and human rights, (4)

apply human rights to their careers. It reimagines

explains the power of human agency to transcend
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the ordinary, (5) uncovers the creation of folk devils

in Greece, Turkey, Thailand, and Egypt, and the

that threaten human rights, (6) describes how to use

military's role in authoritarian and democratic

the sociological imagination to understand

regimes

community members, (7) reveals the importance of

The Routledge Handbook of Civil-Military

storytelling to see the world from the actor’s point

Relations Florina Cristiana Matei 2021-11-02 This

of view, (8) discusses the double consciousness and

second edition of The Routledge Handbook of Civil-

the creation of the “other,” (9) describes what we

Military Relations offers a wide-ranging,

call “soulful policing” and engaging with the

internationally focused overview of the field of

community— Chicago style, and (10) provides social

civil-military relations. The armed forces are central

policy suggestions at both the national level and

actors in most societies and are involved in many

local policing level. This book will challenge the

different roles. Amongst other activities, they

reader in fascinating and highly surprising ways to

engage in peace operations, support the police in

think about, and, further, to reimagine policing as

fighting crime, support civilian authorities in

we push toward the future. It will appeal to

dealing with natural disasters, and fight against

professionals at all levels of law enforcement, and

terrorists and in internal conflicts. The existing

will be useful in programs offering degrees and/or

literature on this subject is limited in its discussion

certificates to students of criminal justice.

of warfighting and thus does not do justice to the

Between Military Rule and Democracy Yaprak

variety of roles. This second edition not only fills

Gürsoy 2017-07-06 Examines military interventions

this important lacuna but offers an up-to-date
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comparative analysis and provides a conceptual

civilian authorities in dealing with natural disasters,

framework to analyze how strategies can

and fight against terrorists and in internal conflicts.

realistically be implemented. Amalgamating ideas

The existing literature on this subject is limited in

from key thinkers in the field, the book is

its discussion of war-fighting and thus does not do

organized into three main thematic parts: Part I:

justice to this variety of roles. The Routledge

Civil-Military Relations in Non-Democratic States

Handbook of Civil-Military Relations offers an up-

and Illiberal Democracies; Part II: Civil-Military

to-date comparative analysis which identifies three

Relations in New Democracies; Part III: Civil-

essential components in civil-military relations: (1)

Military Relations in Established Democracies. This

democratic civilian control; (2) operational

handbook will be essential reading for students and

effectiveness; and (3) the efficiency of the security

practitioners in the fields of civil-military relations,

institutions. Amalgamating ideas from key thinkers

defense studies, war and conflict studies,

in the field, the book is organized into three main

international security, and IR in general.

parts: yPart I: Development of the Field of Study;

The Routledge Handbook of Civil-military

yPart II: Civil-Military Relations in Non-

Relations Thomas C. Bruneau 2012-09-10 The

Democratic or Nominally Democratic Countries;

armed forces are central actors in most societies and

yPart III: Civil-Military Relations in Democratic and

are involved in many different roles. Amongst

Democratizing States: Issues and Institutions.

other activities, they engage in peace operations,

Guarding the Guardians Dr Mathurin C

support the police in fighting crime, support

Houngnikpo 2013-03-28 The relationship between
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civil society and the armed forces is an essential part

perceived as the only organized and disciplined

of any polity, democratic or otherwise, because a

group with the necessary skills to uplift newly

military force is after all a universal feature of social

independent nations. The performance of Africa's

systems. Despite significant progress moving

military governments since independence,

towards democracy among some African countries

however, has soundly disproven this thesis. As

in the past decade, all too many African militaries

such, this study conveys the necessity of new civil-

have yet to accept core democratic principles

military relations in Africa and calls not just for

regulating civilian authority over the military. This

civilian control of the military but rather a

book explores the theory of civil-military relations

democratic oversight of the security forces in

and moves on to review the intrusion of the armed

Africa.

forces in African politics by looking first into the

The Absent Dialogue Anit Mukherjee 2019

organization and role of the army in pre-colonial

"Civilian control over the military is widely hailed

and colonial eras, before examining contemporary

as among the biggest successes of India's democracy.

armies and their impact on society. Furthermore it

This is a rarity, especially among post-colonial states,

revisits the various explanations of military

and is rightfully celebrated. But has this come at a

takeovers in Africa and disentangles the notion of

cost? In The Absent Dialogue, Anit Mukherjee

the military as the modernizing force. Whether as a

argues that the pattern of civil-military relations in

revolutionary force, as a stabilizing force, or as a

India has hampered its military effectiveness. Indian

modernizing force, the military has often been

politicians and bureaucrats have long been content
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with the formal and ritualistic exercise of civilian

the power and the limitations of the Indian

control, while the military continues to operate in

military. It sheds new light on India's military

institutional silos, with little substantive

history and is essential reading for understanding

engagement between the two. In making this

contemporary civil-military relations and recurring

claim, the book closely examines the variables most

problems therein. While the book focuses on India,

closely associated with military effectiveness --

it also highlights the importance of civilian

weapons procurement, jointness (the ability of

expertise and institutional design in enhancing

separate military services to operate together),

civilian control and military effectiveness in other

officer education, promotion policies, and defense

democracies"--

planning. India's pattern of civil-military relations --

Who Guards the Guardians and How Thomas C.

best characterized as an absent dialogue -- adversely

Bruneau 2009-06-03 The continued spread of

affects each of these processes. Theoretically, the

democracy into the twenty-first century has seen

book adopts the 'unequal dialogue' framework

two-thirds of the almost two hundred independent

proposed by Eliot Cohen but also argues that, under

countries of the world adopting this model. In these

some conditions, patterns of civil-military relations

newer democracies, one of the biggest challenges

maybe more closely resemble an 'absent dialogue.'

has been to establish the proper balance between

Informed by more than a hundred and fifty

the civilian and military sectors. A fundamental

interviews and recently available archival material,

question of power must be addressed—who guards

the book represents a deep dive into understanding

the guardians and how? In this volume of essays,
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contributors associated with the Center for Civil-

situations, they each stress a necessity for balance

Military Relations in Monterey, California, offer

between democratic civilian control and military

firsthand observations about civil-military relations

effectiveness.

in a broad range of regions including Latin

Civil-Military Relations in Post-Conflict Societies

America, Africa, Asia, and Eastern Europe. Despite

Orlando J. Pérez 2015-04-10 Guatemala, El Salvador,

diversity among the consolidating democracies of

Nicaragua, and Honduras are four Spanish speaking

the world, their civil-military problems and

countries in Central America that possess uniformed

solutions are similar—soldiers and statesmen must

military institutions. These four countries represent

achieve a deeper understanding of one another, and

different approaches to reforms of civil-military

be motivated to interact in a mutually beneficial

relations, and embody varying degrees of success in

way. The unifying theme of this collection is the

both institutional democratization and the managing

creation and development of the institutions

of security forces. In this book, Orlando J. Pérez

whereby democratically elected civilians achieve

expertly examines the competing theories of civil-

and exercise power over those who hold a

military relations in Central America to advance our

monopoly on the use of force within a society,

understanding of the origins, consequences and

while ensuring that the state has sufficient and

persistence of militarism in Latin America. Divided

qualified armed forces to defend itself against

into four parts, Pérez begins by proposing a

internal and external aggressors. Although these

theoretical framework for analyzing civil-military

essays address a wide variety of institutions and

relations, including an analysis of how U.S. foreign
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and military policy affects the establishment of

In recent decades, governments and NGOs--in an

stable civilian supremacy over the armed forces.

effort to promote democracy, freedom, fairness, and

Part Two examines the institutional and legal

stability throughout the world--have organized

structures under which civil-military relations are

teams of observers to monitor elections in a variety

carried out revealing in Part Three the

of countries. But when more organizations join the

reorientation of the missions and roles performed by

practice without uniform standards, are assessments

the armed forces in each country. The concluding

reliable? When politicians nonetheless cheat and

part analyzes the role beliefs of members of the

monitors must return to countries even after two

military and public opinion about the armed forces

decades of engagement, what is accomplished?

in relation to other institutions. Combining both

Monitoring Democracy argues that the practice of

qualitative and quantitative data, Pérez bridges the

international election monitoring is broken, but still

gap between structural and cultural analyses for a

worth fixing. By analyzing the evolving interaction

more comprehensive understanding of the links

between domestic and international politics, Judith

between micro and macro level factors that

Kelley refutes prevailing arguments that

influence civil-military relations and democratic

international efforts cannot curb government

governance.

behavior and that democratization is entirely a

Who Guards the Guardians? Gabriella Rodriguez

domestic process. Yet, she also shows that

Montinola 1995

democracy promotion efforts are deficient and that

Monitoring Democracy Judith G. Kelley 2012-03-25

outside actors often have no power and sometimes
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even do harm. Analyzing original data on over 600

courts. The opening chapter features Shapiro's

monitoring missions and 1,300 elections, Kelley

classic 'Political Jurisprudence,' and Stone Sweet's

grounds her investigation in solid historical context

'Judicialization and the Construction of Governance,'

as well as studies of long-term developments over

pieces that critically redefined research agendas on

several elections in fifteen countries. She pinpoints

the politics of law and judging. Subsequent chapters

the weaknesses of international election monitoring

take up diverse themes: thestrategic contexts of

and looks at how practitioners and policymakers

litigation and judging; the discursive foundations of

might help to improve them.

judicial power; the social logic of precedent and

On Law, Politics, and Judicialization Martin Shapiro

appeal; the networking of legal elites; the

2002-08-22 Across the globe, the domain of the

lawmaking dynamics of rights adjudication; the

litigator and the judge has radically expanded,

success and diffusion of constitutional review; the

making it increasingly difficult for those who study

reciprocal impact of courts and legislatures; the

comparative and international politics, public policy

globalization of private law; methods, hypothesis-

and regulation, or the evolution of new modes of

testing, and prediction in comparative law; and the

governance to avoid encountering a great deal of

sources and consequences of the creeping

law and courts. In On Law, Politics, and

'judicialization of politics' aroundthe world. Chosen

Judicialization, two of the world's leading political

empirical settings include the United States, the

scientists present the best of their research, focusing

GATT-WTO, France and Germany, Imperial China

on how to build and test a social science oflaw and

and Islam, the European Union, and the
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transnational world of the Lex Mercatoria. Written

Israel concealed its nuclear program - from concerns

for a broad, scholarly audience, the book is also

over the Arab reaction and the negative effect of

recommended for use in graduate and

the debate at home to consideration of America's

advancedundergraduate courses in law and the

commitment to nonproliferation.

social sciences.

Patriots for Profit Thomas Bruneau 2011-07-18 This

Israel and the Bomb Avner Cohen 1999 Cohen

book develops a new approach to the analysis of

focuses on a two-decade period from about 1950

civil-military relations by focusing on the

until 1970, during which David Ben-Gurion's vision

effectiveness of the armed forces in fulfilling roles

of making Israel a nuclear-weapon state was

& missions, and on their efficiency in terms of cost.

realized. He weaves together the story of the

The approach is applied to the United States using

formative years of Israel's nuclear program, from

official documents and interviews with policy-

the founding of the Israeli Atomic Energy

makers. In addition to analyzing the impact of

Commission in 1952, to the alliance with France

defense reform initiatives over the past thirty

that gave Israel the sophisticated technology it

years, the book includes the recent phenomenon of

needed, to the failure of American intelligence to

"contracting-out" security that has resulted in

identify the Dimona Project for what it was, to the

greater numbers of contractors in Iraq and

negotiations between President Nixon and Prime

Afghanistan than uniformed military personnel.

Minister Meir that led to the current policy of

While the book demonstrates that democratic

secrecy. Cohen also analyzes the complex reasons

civilian control of the military in the U.S. is not at
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issue, it reveals that there is little public control

forces and defense establishments. Further, the

over Private Security Contractors due to a

present century has seen a rising arc in the use of

combination of the current restricted interpretation

armed violence on the part of non-state actors,

of what is an "inherently governmental function"

including terrorists, to considerable political effect.

and limited legal authority. This is despite the fact

Civil-military relations in the United States, and

that PSCs have taken on roles and missions that

their implications for US and allied security policies,

were previously the responsibility of the uniformed

is the focus of most discussions in this volume, but

military. Further, despite numerous efforts to

other contributions emphasize the comparative and

redress the problem, current political and

cross-national dimensions of the relationship

institutional barriers to reform are not likely to be

between the use or threat of force and public policy.

overcome soon.

Authors contributing to this study examine a wide

Civil-Military Relations in Perspective Stephen J.

range of issues, including: the contrast between

Cimbala 2016-05-23 The topic of civil-military

theory and practice in civil-military relations; the

relations has high significance for academics, for

role perceptions of military professionals across

policy makers, for military commanders, and for

generations; the character of civil-military relations

serious students of public policy in democratic and

in authoritarian or other democratically-challenged

other societies. The post-Cold War and post-9-11

political systems; the usefulness of business models

worlds have thrown up traditional as well as new

in military management; the attributes of civil-

challenges to the effective management of armed

military relations during unconventional conflicts;
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the experience of the all-volunteer force and its

politics in Latin America but to also facilitate cross-

meaning for US civil-military relations; and other

national comparison. Democratic Latin America

topics. Contributors include civilian academic and

uniquely surveys the "what” of the region’s politics

policy analysts as well as military officers with

as well as the “why” and “how” to help students

considerable academic expertise and experience

critically consider Latin America’s future.

with the subject matter at hand.

Guardians or Oppressors Gülçin Balamir Coşkun

The Guardian of the Constitution Hans Kelsen

2015-05-13 This book investigates an important

2015-02-19 The first English translation of Hans

phenomenon in the Middle East and the

Kelsen's and Carl Schmitt's debate on the 'Guardian

Mediterranean region, namely the role that the

of the Constitution'.

military plays in the governments of several states

Democratic Latin America Craig Arceneaux

of the region. Can military forces be defined as

2015-10-30 Drawing on new approaches in

guardians of a regime in a democratic state? How is

comparative politics, Democratic Latin America

it possible to limit the power of armies to solely

focuses on analyzing political institutions as a way to

military prerogatives and competences? How can

assess broader trends in the region’s politics,

the intervention of military forces in the political

including the rise of democracy. The text looks at

arena in democratising countries be prevented? It is

the major institutions–executive, legislature,

easy to ask these questions, but finding answers is

judiciary, military, and more—in 18 democratic

more difficult. Using historical events and theories

countries to not only provide an expansive view of

as examples to follow is an even more complicated
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task. What happened after the Arab Spring has

movements throughout the world. But how can

demonstrated again how civil-military relations

military officers and defense officials in democratic

constitute an important pillar of the democratisation

nations persuade their counterparts in autocratic

process. The contributors to this book develop and

regimes to favor democratic transitions? Here,

analyse the reasons why militaries in the Middle

Admiral Dennis Blair confronts this hard-edged

East and the Mediterranean wished to obtain a

challenge with a primer on the factors that affect

guardianship role and the methods they used to

military behavior during democratic transitions.

achieve and maintain it. The book also investigates

Military Engagement makes the strong case for

how these militaries reacted to democratisation in

why the armed forces of any country should favor

their respective countries, and begins with a

democracy and why, contrary to conventional

conceptual framework followed by examples from

wisdom, many military leaders have supported

Spain, Egypt, Turkey, Lebanon and Iran. This work

democratic transitions in different regions of the

provides a multi-faceted understanding of the

world. Further, it explains why military support,

historical, political, social and economic layers of

active or tacit, is essential to the success of any demo

complicated civil-military relations in one of the

cratic transition. Blair provides incisive commentary

world’s most unstable regions.

on civil-military relations and outlines the

Military Engagement Dennis C. Blair 2013-03-25

foundational elements of armed forces in a

The response of an autocratic nation's armed forces

democratic country. He presents sound advice to

is crucial to the outcome of democratization

defense officials and military leaders in established
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democracies that can be put into practice when

achieving effective dialogue on democratic

interacting with colleagues in both autocratic

development.

regimes and those that have made the break with

Building a Multiethnic Military in Post-Yugoslav

dictatorship. This succinct handbook analyzes

Bosnia and Herzegovina Elliot Short 2022-02-24 On

democratic transitions in five major regions and

1 January 2006, soldiers from across Bosnia and

surveys the internal power dynamics in countries

Herzegovina gathered to mark the official formation

such as Iran and North Korea, dictatorships that are

of a unified army; and yet, little over a decade

hostile toward and fearful of democratic influences.

before, these men had been each other's adversaries

Blair juxtaposes the roles, values, and objectives of

during the vicious conflict which left the Balkan

military leaders in autocratic nations with those in

state divided and impoverished. Building a Multi-

democracies. In turn, Military Engagement

Ethnic Military in Post-Yugoslav Bosnia and

highlights how crossnetworking with international

Herzegovina offers the first analysis of the armed

military delegations can put external pressure on

forces during times of peace-building in Bosnia and

autocratic countries and persuade them that

Herzegovina. This sophisticated study assesses

democracies are best not only for the country itself,

Yugoslav efforts to build a multi-ethnic military

but also for the armed forces. Volume one of this

during the socialist period, charts the developments

two-volume project provides the educational

of the armies that fought in the war, and offers a

foundation necessary so that military officers from

detailed account of the post-war international

established democracies can raise their game in

initiatives that led to the creation of the Armed
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Forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina. At this point, the

consider whether, for example, a government

military became the largest multi-ethnic institution

department has gone beyond its powers, a local

in the country and was regarded as a model for the

authority has followed a lawful process or an arms-

rest of Bosnian society to follow. As such, as Elliot

length body has come to a rational decision. As such,

Short adroitly contends, this multi-ethnic army

it is a crucial check to ensure lawful public

became the most significant act in stabilising the

administration. The expansion of judicial review

country since the end of the Bosnian War. Drawing

has, in the government's view, led to abuse of the

upon a wealth of primary sources – including

system. The earlier consultation "Judicial Review:

interviews with leading diplomats and archival

Proposals for Reform" (ISBN 9780101851527),

documents made available in English for the first

introduced changes to the time for bringing

time – this book explores the social and political role

planning or procurement challenges and offered a

of the Bosnian military and in doing so provides

way for courts to filter out unmeritorious

fresh insight into the Yugoslav Wars, statehood and

challenges. This follow-up review seeks further

national identity, and peace-building in modern

reform in areas such as: the courts' approach to cases

European history.

which rely on minor procedural defects;

Ministry of Justice: Judicial Review: Proposals for

rebalancing financial incentives; speeding up

Further Reform - Cm. 8703 Great Britain: Ministry

appeals to the Supreme Court in a small number of

of Justice 2013-09-06 Judicial review allows

nationally significant cases and planning challenges.

individuals, businesses and others to ask the court to

Also this paper looks at the potential reform as to
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who can bring judicial review and whether

story of U.S. nuclear custody policy from 1945 to the

alternative mechanisms exist to resolve disputes.

present and offers a new framework for

The paper also includes a proposal in relation to the

approaching the issue of nuclear command and

payment of legal aid providers in judicial review

control." "Feaver first examines the fundamental

cases.

constraints and dilemmas inherent in the operation

In the Shadow of the Liberator Richard Gott 2000

of nuclear command and control. He provides an

Describes the political career and ambitions of Hugo

overview of civilian control of each component of

Chavez, who was elected president of Venezuela in

nuclear operation, with reference to three major

1998.

factors: the president, who has the legal authority to

Cops, Corruption, Conflict & Contract Sacha Sewell

order the use of nuclear weapons; key military

1993

officers who are authorized to detonate weapons

Guarding the Guardians Peter Feaver 1992 "Few

without the president's permission; and lower-level

problems of national security have remained as

officers who have physical control of the weapons.

critical in the post-Cold War era as those raised by

Feaver next offers a model identifying factors that

the command and control of nuclear weapons.

explain changes in civilian control policy over time.

Should nuclear arsenals be overseen by civilians

Drawing on extensive interviews and recently

rather than military experts? How can effective

declassified government documents, he then

civilian control be ensured? In this lucid and

provides a rich historical account of nuclear

penetrating book, Peter Douglas Feaver tells the

weapons custody, paying particular attention to the
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Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy

and academics from the UK, Europe, the US and

administrations." "Guarding the Guardians will be an

Canada to assess and analyse lessons from ten years

essential resource for political scientists, policy-

of nation-building in Bosnia.

makers, security affairs specialists, historians, and

Routledge Handbook of Democratization Jeffrey

anyone concerned with addressing the hazards

Haynes 2012-03-15 This exciting new handbook

created by nuclear arms."--BOOK JACKET.Title

provides a global overview of the process of

Summary field provided by Blackwell North

democratization, offering chapter by chapter

America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

discussion at both the country and regional levels

Latin American Politics David Close 2010-02-01

and examining the interaction between the

Highlighting eleven different topics in separate

domestic and external factors that affect the

chapters, the thematic approach of Latin American

progression of countries from authoritarian to

Politics offers students the conceptual tools they

democratic rule. Bringing together 29 key experts

need to analyze the political systems of all twenty

in the field, the work is designed to contrast the

Latin American nations. Such a structure makes the

processes and outcomes of democratic reform in a

book self-consciously comparative, allowing students

wide range of different societies, evaluating the

to become stronger analysts of comparative politics

influence of factors such as religion, economic

and better political scientists in general.

development, and financial resources. It is

Peace Without Politics? David Chandler 2006 This

structured thematically into four broad sections:

edited collection brings together policy specialists

Section I provides a regional tour d’horizon of the
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current state of democratisation and democracy in

The interaction between military and civilian

eight regions around the world Section II examines

courts, the political power that legal prerogatives

key structures, processes and outcomes of

can provide to the armed forces, and the difficult

democratisation and democracy Section III focuses

process civilian politicians face in reforming

on the relationship between democratisation and

military justice remain glaringly under-examined,

international relations through examination of a

despite their implications for the quality and

range of issues and actors including: the third and

survival of democracy. This book breaks new

fourth waves of democracy, political conditionality,

ground by providing a theoretically rich, global

the United Nations, the European Union, the

examination of the operation and reform of military

African Union and the Organisation of African

courts in democratic countries. Drawing on a newly

States Section IV Examines the interaction between

created dataset of 120 countries over more than two

democratisation and development with a focus on

centuries, it presents the first comprehensive

poverty and inequality, security, human rights,

picture of the evolution of military justice across

gender, war, and conflict resolution. A

states and over time. Combined with qualitative

comprehensive survey of democratization across the

historical case studies of Colombia, Portugal,

world, this work will be essential reading for

Indonesia, Fiji, Brazil, Pakistan, and the United

scholars and policy-makers alike.

States, the book presents a new framework for

Military Courts, Civil-Military Relations, and the

understanding how civilian actors are able to gain or

Legal Battle for Democracy Brett J. Kyle 2020-12-22

lose legal control of the armed forces. The book’s
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findings have important lessons for scholars and

The book also addresses the question of how free,

policymakers working in the fields of democracy,

exactly, free markets should be in an economy in

civil-military relations, human rights, and the rule

order to secure social peace, before going on to

of law.

highlight the rudiments of the model of social

Contesting the Iron Fist Claudio Fuentes 2005 First

market economy, as applied in Germany. It

Published in 2005. Routledge is an imprint of

examines the problem of the democratic and

Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

legitimacy deficits that beset European integration

Patriots for Profit Thomas Bruneau 2011-07-18 The

and suggests reforms for a more democratic

book analyzes U.S. national security and defense

European Union. Last but not least, by looking back

policy utilizing a new approach to civil-military

in history, they provide evidence and propose

relations, and includes both the uniformed military

policies for the revitalization of institutions in

and the private security contractors.

present-day democracies. The book is of considerable

Democracy and an Open-Economy World Order

interest to researchers and students in economics

George C. Bitros 2017-04-12 The essays in this

and political science, as well as to readers who wish

volume explore several key issues facing

to gain insights into the thorny social issues

democracies today. They discuss the dilemma of

involved.

how to protect civil liberties and individual

Reforming Intelligence Thomas C. Bruneau 2007

freedoms in the light of external threats and assess

These days, it's rare to pick up a newspaper and not

the policies adopted by governments in this area.

see a story related to intelligence. From the
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investigations of the 9/11 commission, to accusations

as such developing democracies as Brazil, Taiwan,

of illegal wiretapping, to debates on whether it's

Argentina, and Russia. While there is much more

acceptable to torture prisoners for information,

data related to established democracies, there are

intelligence—both accurate and not—is driving

lessons to be learned from states that have created

domestic and foreign policy. And yet, in part

(or re-created) intelligence institutions in the

because of its inherently secretive nature,

contemporary political climate. In the end, reading

intelligence has received very little scholarly study.

about the successes of Brazil and Taiwan, the

Into this void comes Reforming Intelligence, a

failures of Argentina and Russia, and the ongoing

timely collection of case studies written by

reforms in the United States yields a handful of

intelligence experts, and sponsored by the Center

hard truths. In the murky world of intelligence,

for Civil-Military Relations (CCMR) at the Naval

that's an unqualified achievement.

Postgraduate School, that collectively outline the

Military Missions in Democratic Latin America

best practices for intelligence services in the United

David Pion-Berlin 2016-06-01 This book

States and other democratic states. Reforming

demonstrates through country case studies that,

Intelligence suggests that intelligence is best

contrary to received wisdom, Latin American

conceptualized as a subfield of civil-military

militaries can contribute productively, but under

relations, and is best compared through institutions.

select conditions, to non-traditional missions of

The authors examine intelligence practices in the

internal security, disaster relief, and social programs.

United States, United Kingdom, and France, as well

Latin American soldiers are rarely at war, but have
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been called upon to perform these missions in both

commission, to accusations of illegal wiretapping, to

lethal and non-lethal ways. Is this beneficial to their

debates on whether it's acceptable to torture

societies or should the armed forces be left in the

prisoners for information, intelligence—both

barracks? As inherently conservative institutions,

accurate and not—is driving domestic and foreign

they are at their best, the author demonstrates,

policy. And yet, in part because of its inherently

when tasked with missions that draw on pre-

secretive nature, intelligence has received very

existing organizational strengths that can be utilized

little scholarly study. Into this void comes

in appropriate and humane ways. They are at a

Reforming Intelligence, a timely collection of case

disadvantage when forced to reinvent themselves.

studies written by intelligence experts, and

Ultimately, it is governments that must choose

sponsored by the Center for Civil-Military Relations

whether or not to deploy soldiers, and they should

(CCMR) at the Naval Postgraduate School, that

do so, based on a pragmatic assessment of the

collectively outline the best practices for

severity and urgency of the problem, the capacity

intelligence services in the United States and other

of the military to effectively respond, and the

democratic states. Reforming Intelligence suggests

availability of alternative solutions.

that intelligence is best conceptualized as a subfield

Reforming Intelligence Thomas C. Bruneau

of civil-military relations, and is best compared

2009-04-20 These days, it's rare to pick up a

through institutions. The authors examine

newspaper and not see a story related to

intelligence practices in the United States, United

intelligence. From the investigations of the 9/11

Kingdom, and France, as well as such developing
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democracies as Brazil, Taiwan, Argentina, and

detailed country case study, making use of

Russia. While there is much more data related to

contemporary examples to feed student interest in

established democracies, there are lessons to be

current events, with comparison-based tables and

learned from states that have created (or re-created)

box features interspersed throughout to stimulate

intelligence institutions in the contemporary

analysis. Every chapter finishes with a set of

political climate. In the end, reading about the

questions and recommended readings. This

successes of Brazil and Taiwan, the failures of

approach allows for a very practical approach to

Argentina and Russia, and the ongoing reforms in

politics that encourages critical analysis. Updates to

the United States yields a handful of hard truths. In

this new edition include: updated comparison-based

the murky world of intelligence, that's an

tables and box features to stimulate analysis; new

unqualified achievement.

"Country in the Spotlight" to include developments

Democratic Latin America Craig L. Arceneaux

unique to each country; and discussions on political

2020-10-27 The third edition of Democratic Latin

change in Cuba, indigenous peoples and political

America retains its classic institutional approach to

power, neopopulism, impeachment procedures,

understand contemporary Latin American politics.

transitional justice, the 2019 protests, the new

Each chapter focuses on a different institution and

militarism, the mobilization of women against

compares how they are constructed differently

violence, LGBT rights, the evangelical movement,

across countries. Placing a premium on accessibility,

and the Colombian peace process. A clear-eyed look

the chapters open with a story and end with a

at political institutions to provide a roadmap to the
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political activity in a country, Democratic Latin

America continues to offer an original way of
teaching and learning about Latin American politics.
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